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Abstract 
Through application of novel information technologies, virtual museums try to deliver the data to their users in any form and 
at any time that this requires information and resource management. Therefore, the use of metadata that is in accordance with 
novel technologies is necessary in main virtual environments. Each of the metadata has distinct responsibilities and can 
cooperate and have complementary roles along with others and through expressing museum objects characteristic, metadata 
describes them in a systematic way. The standard PREMIS preservation metadata maintenance schema, which is based on 
XML, has been developed in order to record metadata related to maintaining information resource in digital packages. In 
other words, this metadata provides the possibility of self documentation for digital data. This standard schema suggests an 
aggregate of kernel and application metadata elements. Every digital package should be aware of this aggregate in order to 
preserve its resources in long-term. Findings indicate that PREMIS preservation metadata has a determining role in optimal 
information management in virtual museums. 
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1. Introduction 
Museums are among few centers that attempt to preserve past generations’ moments. They are, in fact, 
children of art and history. In todays’ scientific world, preserving material and spiritual heritage and the methods 
of exhibiting and classifying works in museums are of utmost importance. Virtual Museums are responsible for 
this significant task. Through rendering information resources accessible in digital forms in todays’ technological 
world, virtual museums succeed in fulfilling their traditional roles. Therefore, information management in these 
museums in order to access digital data resources faster, easier and without any dangers of manipulation, and 
through making use of standard metadata designs, is significant.  
2. Virtual Museums 
Styliani et al. define virtual museums as: “digital object collections which are placed in various media and due 
to their space for supporting different access points adapt themselves to traditional communicational means and 
are hence flexible when dealing with visitors’ needs and interests. Virtual museum does not possess real place or 
space and its items or their related information can be distributed worldwide”. In another definition, virtual 
museum is explained as: virtual museums can be a digital collection which can be presented through either web 
or internet or a personal computer, an educational kiosk, a personal digital assistant or even through a CD-ROM 
[1, p. 521]. Virtual museums can supply information in full detail, which is useful for various types of visitors. It 
simultaneously helps certain research needs and provides for researchers and students’ comparator study needs 
through making museums’ collections accessible [1]. 
The idea for virtual museums was first introduced by Andre Malrux in 1974. Following that, the idea of virtual 
museum on the internet was first proposed in 1968 in the conference on “computer and its application in 
museums”, that was accepted by New York’s Metropolitan museum.  Using computers as data-bases of different 
forms has gradually been very remarkable after the decade of 1980s. Virtual museums found their way to internet 
in 1991 and in 1995, were distributed publicly [2]. 3-dimensional virtual museum was also first designed in 1996 
by an American company in the form of Guggenheim museum.  
3. Metadata 
3.1. Definition of metadata 
The simplest definition of meta-data mentioned in most resources is “data about data” which means data that 
describe other data. From Gill’s point of view, metadata is explained as: “metadata refers to a structured 
description that is stored as computer data and wants to explain fundamental characteristics of other data and 
computer asyndetic data” [3].  
We can consider metadata as data that describe the content, form or characteristics of a data record of an 
information source and can be used in description of totally structured resources or unstructured information such 
as written documents. Metadata can be used in digital resource, numerical data (including numerical images) and 
printed documents such as books, magazines and reports. Metadata can be placed in information source (like web 
sources) or can be kept separately in an information database [4]. 
3.2. The necessity of using metadata 
All those who are involved in digital information management, mention metadata as a necessary tool for a 
developing information environment [5]. In fact, metadata is a systematic method that makes informational 
resources accessible and understandable for users [6].  
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Metadata provides a way to manage digital resources. For example, content management systems use 
metadata to track. When a digital source is checked or updated for the last time, these systems are responsible to 
create it or to make its accessing conditions. It is the metadata relationship with digital resources that puts forth a 
common form for resource management and use.  
Metadata offers an examining suffix to determine ownership and validity for a numerical digital source such 
as a digital image or document. A history of what has happened to a document or record during its lifetime is an 
important part of it. Metadata provides evidence and proof for the origin of the source.  
3.3. Use of metadata in informational resource management 
Through expressing museum objects characteristic, metadata describes them in a systematic way: Asadi 
(2002) regarding metadata importance for organizing informational resources in an article entitled “metadata 
understanding and its standards” deems it necessary to create new patterns and standards to store, organize and 
precisely recall digital resources while referring to metadata as a response to this new need. He introduces Dublin 
Core, METS‡ and MODZ metadata designs that were introduced in this paper, as the most frequently used 
metadata designs in booting and organizing digital resources [7].  
3.4. Standard metadata design 
Due to various reasons and motives behind formation of various metadata formats for a wide variety of 
different sources of digital information, application of a pattern that has more comprehensiveness and can 
guarantee easy production of metadata records is of utmost importance [8]. To achieve this purpose, various 
metadata standards and designs have been resulted from the attempts made by different professional societies to 
satisfy the increasing needs of digital environment [5]. Some of most important achievements of this kind are 
Dublin Core, MARCXML, MADS, MODS, METS, PREMIS and EAD. In what follows, we tend to examine 
PREMIS preservation standard due to its importance in preserving digital items’ information in virtual museums. 
4. PREMIS 
The standard PREMIS Preservation Metadata Maintenance schema, which is based on XML, has been 
developed in order to record metadata related to maintaining information resource in library or a digital package. 
Digital preservation metadata means data that not only documents the preservation process from digital resource 
content, but also assures us of its long-term use. In other words, this metadata provides the possibility of self 
documentation for digital data. This standard schema suggests an aggregate of kernel and application metadata 
elements. Every digital package should be aware of this aggregate in order to preserve its resources in long-term.  
If you take all required metadata of an organization, which is used for preserving a digital set, into 
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Fig.1. PREMIS overlapping with other metadata 
 
As shown in this figure, PREMIS includes elements of descriptive metadata, legal and work issues, technical 
metadata and some information about agent, software and hardware. Presupposition was that metadata was used 
in an automatic process. A clear feature of the PREMIS is that it is technically neutral. It means that it is not 
based on any special archive technology, database architecture of preservation alternative. However, it has been 
suggested that for digital preservation of a set, its harmony with PREMIS should be taken into consideration 
when registering information [9].  
The overall goals of this schema are:  
∞ Supporting permanence capability, preservation, understanding, validity and identification of information 
sources;  
∞ Giving information to digital stores which need the knowledge of how to maintain digital sources in long-
term;  
∞ Emphasizing applicable metadata, in a way that it is described carefully and instructions are provided for 
creating, managing and using them so that they move toward an automatic workflow;  
∞ Guaranteeing technical impartiality; no presuppositions should be considered regarding technology and 
maintenance methods, management, storing of metadata and etc….  
Principal aspects considered by PREMIS are as follows:  
∞ Origin (root): who is the original owner of information sources?  
∞ Validity: are information sources the same as they appear to be?  
∞ Maintenance: what measures have been taken to maintain information sources?  
∞ Legal management: what intellectual rights should be taken into consideration?  
Though PREMIS overlaps with other metadata, its characteristics can be defined. Of its characteristics, the 
following can be mentioned: 
∞ Format-specific metadata: metadata which deals with only one of the present formats of phonetic, visual, 
graphic, etc. files. 
∞ Application- specific metadata; which deals with process and procedures in a digital package. For instance, in 
an information base, how is access to digital sources achieved? 
∞ Descriptive metadata: though descriptive metadata is clearly related to digital preservation, many independent 
standards have been designed for it, like Dublin Core, MARC, etc. 
∞ Minor information about software and hardware, though related to preservation, is not taken into consideration 
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Fig.1. PREMIS overlapping with other metadata 
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4.1. Overall frame for PREMIS Metadata Schema 
The overall frame for PREMIS Metadata Schema consists of five elements, which means that PREMIS 
Metadata Schema stores five major elements which include: [10]. 
4.1.1. Intellectual entity 
By this concept, we mean a set of unified content which is considered as an independent mental unit with the 
aim of management and description. An intellectual entity can include other intellectual entities. A logical entity 
may have one or some digital representation.  
4.1.2. Information resources 
This means the same independent information unit in digital form. In other words, resources of information 
are those things that are preserved in digital sets.  
4.1.3. Event 
Event means recording of events which include at least one information source or agent and in this way, the 
origin of their changes is documented.  All in all, the information that can be stored about every event is: Specific 
identifier of that event, Kind of event (file formation, entering the set, change and transformation, etc.), Time and 
history of the event, Detailed description of the event, The agent related to it, Resources involved in this event as 
well as their role (e.g. which file is derived from which one). 
4.1.4. Agent 
Person, organization, agency or software that happens to be connected with events that happen during the life 
cycle of a source or with rights related to a source.  
4.1.5. Rights 
 This element emphasizes the rights or licenses that are related to an item or an agent [10, p.56]. Information 
that is recorded in this regards is: Specific identifier for that right’s description, Description of the right’s basis 
(copyright or …), Permitted cases regarding such right description, Time interval in which it is valid, Mentioned 
resources in it, Agent/interfering factor in it and his/its role, In what follows, an example of PREMIS XML 
format has been depicted in figure 2 [10]. 
 
<event> 
    <eventIdentifier>               
           <eventIdentifierType> DAITSS</eventIdentifierTYPe>                 
           <eventIdentifierValue >10012</eventIdentifierValue>               
  </eventIdentifier>                      
    <eventType>Validation</eventType>            
    <eventDateTime >2008-05-06T10:40:22 4:00 </eventdate Time>          
    <eventOutcomeInformation> 
           <eventOutcome>Invalid</eventOutcome> 
           <eventOutcomeDetail>ill-formed Date Time 
                 value</eventOutcomeDetail> 
           </eventOutcomeInformation> 
 </event> 
 Fig. 2. An example of PREMIS XML format 
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5. Information Management in Virtual Museums 
Wilson believes information management means efficient management of informational resources both inside 
and outside of the organization through appropriate use of information technology. Each cultural- historical item 
is organized with the purpose of identification, documentation and provision of proper preservation condition. 
Description of visual materials is often more difficult than describing textual works. Description of visual 
materials is mainly based on individuals’ personal interpretations. Therefore, the organizer needs to use his own 
words to describe such material. Topical analysis of visual items is difficult as well. Image demonstrates its 
content through words. Furthermore, determining the distance between description and topical analysis in 
museums’ collections is a complex and difficult issue. With the help of novel technologies, virtual museums try 
to deliver information in any form and at any time to whoever might need it. Therefore, in order to organize, 
retrieve and distribute digital information like traditional environment, the need is felt for indexing description, 
preservation and management, which is often carried out in the digital environment through use of metadata, 
which, with its own specific qualities and through attempts made to broaden the scope of its efficiency, is of main 
principles in every digital environment. Effective and efficient organization in virtual museums depends on 
appropriate organization and management of this metadata [11]. 
5.1. PREMIS Application in Information Management in Virtual Museums 
Virtual museums which contain a variety of digital items, serve their users through worldwide web network, 
regardless of place and time. In addition, in order to provide faster, easier and dependable services in a similar 
and standard manner (to exchange data), these museums have to make use of standard metadata designs. 
PREMIS metadata design is one of these designs which is known as preservation metadata and is based on XML. 
Due to containing national digital resources, virtual museums possess the most sensitive bases in international 
level. Hence, ignoring standards in it not only causes abnormality and delay in retrieving information, but also 
proves to be problematic from the security point of view. By recording the metadata related to maintenance of 
information sources in virtual museums, documenting the origin of changes, presentation necessary information 
to use of digital resources, information presentation related to the history of use of digital sources of the base, 
registering legal issues and providing various licenses for different people’s access, PREMIS deals with effective 
management of virtual museums information along with proper and easy use of digital resources in these 
museums and illustrates the events that have happened to information resources in the course of time. Moreover, 
this metadata design, in addition to its advantages of being standard and worldwide, is capable of being present in 
all types of information bases (virtual museums) due to its independence of any archive technology and because 
of its special informational architecture base and doesn’t need any specific archiving substructure. Furthermore, 
since it has 5 distinct element (intellectual entity, rights, agent/owner, event, and information resources), it plays 
an important role in preserving historical items. 
6. Conclusion 
The vital role of museums in human communities is an important-everlasting role which expands the rarest 
cultural phenomena. Museums are among the few centers to preserve the heritage of previous generation and are 
in fact the children of art and history. In today’s scientific world, preserving material and spiritual heritage and 
the method of exhibition and classifying works in museums is of utmost important. Information management in 
virtual museums and creating security and preservation competence in storing and retrieving information causes 
the importance of using metadata like MARC, Dublin Core and ultimately PREMIS, which is the discussed issue 
in this article, has been delineated. This study shows that PREMIS preservation metadata is of necessary 
principles of virtual museums for optimal management of information due to overlapping other metadata and its 
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technical neutrality, that is, it’s being independent of archive technology and particular architecture of databases. 
Furthermore, due to supporting five distinct elements- intellectual entity, rights, agent/owner, event, information 
resources- can play an important role in preserving historical works. Moreover, this metadata can very well 
preserve and distribute the origin and nature of evidence which are considered and inseparable principles of 
historical works. 
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